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PROPERTY DESCRIPTION

The Jackson Wahabi Shriners Temple was constructed new in 1987 on a +/- 28
Acre parcel of land located along the I-55 South Frontage Road at the Elton
Road exit on the West side of I-55 in Jackson Mississippi. Roughly eight acres
are being utilized for the facility and the remaining land is unimproved mostly
pine timber. The building is situated on a hill with great visibility from both North
and South bound lanes of Interstate 55 with an average daily traffic count of
53,000 vehicles per day. Easily accessed from the Elton Road I-55 exit less than
.5 miles to the South. The grounds are fenced on three sides with a brick and
steel access-controlled entry gate. The parking area will accommodate +/-175
vehicles with room for overflow parking. There are seven concrete RV pads with
hookups and a large pavilion with separate restrooms. The building is
+/-47,000sf with a ground floor footprint of 130’x250’ (+/-32,000sf) and is
entirely heated and cooled. The main entrance is accessed via an extended drive
through a “porte cochere canopy”, in the back of the building, there is also a
metal awning area for storage, outdoor cooking, etc. and a grade level overhead
door for loading and unloading. The ground floor consists of a large lobby area
leading into the main assembly, which is roughly 26,000sf and extends to the
second-floor ceiling. The perimeter of the first-floor main assembly area consists
of office and meeting rooms, a large commercial kitchen, several restrooms and
a stage area with parquet flooring. The second floor is accessed via elevator and
a large staircase and consist of more office/meeting rooms and restrooms. The
building has been very well maintained and is in great condition. The most
obvious alternate use for the property is for a church or an event venue,
however the property is also suited for many other specialty uses such as a
municipal building, community center, skating ring, bowling alley, entertainment
venue, self-storage conversion, cannabis cultivation, campground, motorcycle
dealership, automotive dealership, lite manufacturing facility… to name a few.

LOCATION DESCRIPTION

Located within the City limits of Jackson, the capital of Mississippi, five miles
south of the downtown area along the I-55 South Frontage Road at the Elton
Road exit on the West side of I-55. Less than .5 miles to the South of Elton exit.

DESCRIPTION
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Jackson, MS Wahabi Shriners 
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T 601.707.5555
C 601.624.7288
jondavid.johnson@sperrycga.com
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PROFESSIONAL BACKGROUND

Serving Central Mississippi and the Mississippi Gulf Coast 
Jon-David began his commercial real estate career in 2006 and in 2010 formed “JD Johnson Realty” where he is
currently the principal broker. Throughout his career Jon-David has gained experience as a broker and investor in
industrial properties, self-storage, office buildings, retail, commercial development land, multi-family properties,
mobile home communities and 1031 exchange transactions. Jon-David is an active member of CCIM, the
Mississippi Commercial Association of Realtors, the Central Mississippi Association of Realtors, and the Gulf Coast
Association of Realtors. 
In early 2018, “JD Johnson Realty” joined "Sperry Commercial Global Affiliates" as its first Mississippi affiliate.

MEMBERSHIPS & AFFILIATIONS

Sperry CGA, CCIM, MCAR, NAR, ICSC, GCAR, CMR 

CCIM 
CCIM stands for Certified Commercial Investment Member. CCIM designees have completed advanced
coursework in financial and market analysis, and demonstrated extensive experience in the commercial real estate
industry. CCIM designees are recognized as leading experts in commercial investment real estate. 
Above all, the CCIM designation represents proven expertise in financial, market, and investment analysis, in
addition to negotiation. Courses in these core competencies are taught by industry professionals, ensuring all
material reflects the state of the industry. 

Sperry Commercial Global Affiliates 
In 1987, Rand Sperry co-founded “Sperry Van Ness International Corporation”, a national commercial real estate
brokerage firm, and in 2017 Rand Sperry continued his legacy in commercial real estate with the launch of
“Sperry Commercial Global Affiliates”, a network of real estate brokerage affiliates dedicated to delivering
strategic and targeted solutions to clients around the globe. Rand Sperry is also an owner of “Sperry Equities,
LLC”, a real estate investment and property management organization and continues to grow these companies
with partners Burton Young and Jack Carroll. To date, these companies and their affiliates have acquired more
than 65 commercial, industrial, and office properties, exceeding $1 Billion in value with over 10 million square feet
under management and 6 million square feet owned.  

JON-DAVID JOHNSON, CCIM

Commercial/Investment Real Estate Advisor

ADVISOR BIO & CONTACT
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